Your house, your way.

Reliable and convenient, UltraSync™ lets you synchronize your home systems with your day-to-day activities and create customized scenarios so that your home responds to your unique schedule.

1. Carbon Monoxide Detectors
   Protect your family throughout your home from deadly carbon monoxide gas.

2. Motion Detectors
   Feel even safer with added security from advanced motion sensors. For example, you can receive a push notification from the app when a sensor has been triggered.

3. Smoke and Heat Detectors
   Protect your family with one of the easiest ways to keep them safe from smoke and fire.

4. Self-contained Hub
   Provides a single, convenient access point for the whole home security system.

5. Door/Window Sensors
   Know immediately if a door or window has been opened.

6. Smart Devices
   Remotely manage home systems like Z-wave® lights, appliances, garage doors and thermostats, including Carrier’s COR™ thermostat.

7. Sensors
   Respond to situations quickly with sensors that detect environmental hazards, flood or freezing situations, breaking glass, and rising heat/smoke.

8. Video Cameras
   Indoor and outdoor video cameras monitor remote and sensitive areas to provide another layer of security.

9. Keyfobs
   Be in control with this small, powerful touch pad that acts like an electronic key to arm and disarm your security system.

10. Door Locks
    Advanced technology allows you to remotely lock and unlock your doors using a smartphone or Web-enabled handheld device.

UltraSync App

The UltraSync app provides quick and convenient access to your whole system, from virtually anywhere. Available for iOS and Android™ devices, the app turns your smartphone or tablet into a home control center in the palm of your hand.
Bringing smart home functions together in one system.

UltraSync™ lets you add on life safety, security and smart devices without having to upgrade your whole system. You can then choreograph all the devices to work together to respond to your lifestyle needs and energy requirements.

Check with your system installer for information about the full range of compatible devices.